The structural derivative and electronic property of carbon nanotubes from carbon clusters were investigated by density functional theory (DFT), including armchair single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). Results show that the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can be obtained through layer-by-layer growth from the initial structure. The structural derivative processes are quantitatively described by monitoring changes in local configuration. Electronic properties show the energy gaps of finite SWCNTs and double-walled CNTs (DWCNTs) depending on their lengths. However, the band structures of MWCNTs differ from those of SWCNTs; the band structures of DWCNTs (4, 4)@(8, 8), (5, 5)@(10, 10), and TWCNTs show metallicity, whereas those of (3, 3)@(6, 6) DWCNTs show a strong semiconductor characteristic. Analysis of the partial density of states shows that the diameters and walls of CNTs have no obvious effects on the distribution of total density of states near the Fermi level of SWCNTs and MWCNTs.
Introduction
Recently, the emerging need for ultra-high-speed electronics and renewable energy has motivated the investigation and development of new classes of nanomaterials in unconventional device fields [1] . Among these materials, carbon nanomaterials have gained extraordinary attention due to their unique structures and excellent properties [2] . Interest in CNTs continues to grow since their discovery by Iijima [3] . CNTs have gained great attention due to its unique physical properties (elasticity, low density, deformation, high stiffness and strength, and excellent electric properties) and various technological applications (semiconducting, H 2 storage, and probes) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . CNTs are synthesized via carbonarc discharge [12, 13] , laser vaporization [14, 15] , catalytic combustion [16, 17] , and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [18] . Although there are many ways to produce CNTs, the current techniques for the preparation of CNTs are far from meeting these practical requirements. Therefore, it is essential to understand the growth process from atomic-level for the preparation of CNTs.
At present, due to the restrictions of detection and analysis measurements, it is difficult to study the growth process of CNTs in experiments. So far, there has been little theoretical information about the CNTs growth process. The growth process of CNTs is studied mainly by two approaches; one is to conceptualize a possible growth process according to the structural characters of CNTs obtained from the experiments [19, 20] ; and the other is to simulate the growth process via microscopy by MD or QM/MD methods [21, 22] . In 1992, Iijima et al. presented the open-end growth model for carbon nanotubes [23] . In the same year, Nardelli et al. [24] investigated the lip-lip interactions in the growth of DWCNTs. Furthermore, Jin et al. [25] experimentally observed the lip-lip interaction between adjacent concentric shells. Their results showed that lip-lip interaction can effectually steady the open edges and facilitate the growth of DWCNTs. Recently, Kiang [26] and Lin et al. [27] presented a growth model of 2 Journal of Nanomaterials [36] .
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carbon rings and cages for SWCNTs based on experimental observations and energetic considerations. Later, Raty et al. [28] reported the early stages of SWCNT growth on metal nanoparticles by ab initio molecular dynamic simulations. Their results demonstrate that the initial structure (so-called nucleus) should be formed in early CNTs growth. However, to clearly observe the structures and morphologies of CNTs nuclei (carbon clusters) were difficult. Moreover, theoretical studies of structural derivative process of armchair CNTs from the carbon clusters are lacking, specifically the MWCNTs. In this work, the structural derivative processes of the SWCNTs and MWCNTs were investigated from carbon clusters via bottom-up approach. In the derivative processes, the geometry structures, stability, and electronic properties of SWCNTs and MWCNTs were calculated, which provided a possible guideline for the growth process of armchair CNTs.
Computational Methods
In this work, all calculations were performed using the DFT in the GAUSSIAN 03 package [29] . The hybrid density functional B3LYP [30, 31] were then employed to describe the exchange-correlation potential. To better describe the structural features and electronic properties of finite CNTs, the all electron 3-21G(d) basis set, which was used to describe accurately the structures of armchair CNTs in experiment previously [32, 33] , has been chosen. Using a higher basis set is expected to enhance the accuracy of calculation of the electronic properties; however, such accuracy has been reported to not generally affect the simulation trends and yet consumes more computational power [34] . In the calculated process, the geometry structures were fully optimized without any symmetrical constraints. The convergence criterion of 10 −6 a.u. on the total energy was used in geometrical optimizations.
Based on the derivative process of finite CNTs, a basic building block of the infinite SWCNTs and MWCNTs was chosen as a unit cell that was built by removing two parallel polygons at both ends of corresponding finite CNTs. All of the unit cells of the infinite SWCNTs and MWCNTs contain four layers of carbon atoms along the tube axis (taken as the -axis). In the same theory level, a one-dimensional periodic boundary condition (PBC) [35] along the CNT axis was employed to calculate the structural derivative and electronic property of the infinite SWCNTs and MWCNTs. The PBC calculation, which can better solve the discrete MO model into continuous bands, usually used to simulate the periodic systems. Here, the calculations of all band gaps were performed for 241 k-points in the Brillouin zone. The density of states (DOS) was calculated by the output coefficient matrix of wave functions and the Gaussian broadening width of DOS is set at 0.30 eV.
To test the suitability of the DFT method and basis sets in our systems, bond length, band angle, total energy, and vibration frequency for ( = 2, 4, 6, 8) were calculated and compared with the results of available studies ( Table 1) . The calculated results of the molecule agree with the corresponding and theoretical experimental data, and the error between them is only approximately 0.12%-0.94% [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Therefore, the calculated method used in this work is reliable. [41] , where is the number of carbon atoms for each layer and is the number of atomic layers.
Results and Discussion
First, the structural derivative of the finite SWCNTs was investigated in detail. Figure 1(a) shows the structural derivative processes of [8, ] ( = 2, 3, 4, . . . , 11) finite SWCNTs and the corresponding unit cells of infinite SWCNTs, which also represents other stable structures with different . Layer-bylayer growth approach can be used in the derivative processes, which were also reported by Gavillet [42] and Kiang [26] . In Figure 1 , the structures of all finite SWCNTs with different diameters share the following common characteristics: (1) each C atom has three C neighbors to fully fill a sp 2 type hybridization bond; (2) both ends of the finite SWCNTs were formed by four-member-rings (4MRs) and six-memberrings (6MRs). Therefore, also represents the 4MRs numbers on both ends of the finite SWCNTs. Here, the stable structures were obtained with no imaginary frequency. The structural derivative processes of the finite MWCNTs are similar to those of finite SWCNTs. However, the initial structure of the finite MWCNTs becomes tireshape clusters with lip-lip interaction [24] which is consistent with the direct observation in the experiment [25] . Moreover, finite DWCNTs are different from the double-rings of finite SWCNTs. The finite DWCNTs formed by the nesting of two odd SWCNTs show the D nh symmetry in the two ports. The carbon atoms of inner and outer nanotube ports have three nearby neighbor carbon atoms that form the 6MRs and 4MRs. However, one end of finite DWCNTs formed by the nesting of two even SWCNTs is similar to those of two odd SWCNTs but the other end is completely of 6MRs, which showed the symmetry of point group D nd .
Finally, to study the behavior of the structure derivative processes, the changes of the local configurations (including the five-bond lengths and six-bond angles) were monitored along outermost two layers of the finite SWCNTs (Figure 2(a) ) and the joint areas of the finite DWCNTs (Figure 2(d) ). The structures optimized own diverse C-C bond lengths depending on the special location. For the finite SWCNTs (Figure 2(b) ), the bond length values showed that single (1.51Å) and double bonds (1.34Å) can be formed along the outermost two layers of the finite SWCNTs during the derivative process. Regarding the finite DWCNTs (Figure 2(e) ), the finite DWCNTs may have had diamond-like bonds (1.61Å) that were formed at both ends. In Figure 2 , the changes in bond lengths and bond angles were not stabilized until > 4. Therefore, the carbon clusters first gradually grew longer with a global reconstruction upon ≤ 4. Afterwards, it become finite CNTs via layer-by-layer growth with a local reconstruction at the two outermost ends upon > 4. Moreover, the calculated results also demonstrated a universal derivative process for all finite SWCNTs and MWCNTs with different . Gleaned from the results of the CNT growth processes by Shibuta [43] and Fan et al. [44] , the derivative process of the finite CNTs follows the formation mechanism of CNTs in this work.
Stability and Electronic Property.
Based on the structural derivatives of finite SWCNTs and DWCNTs, average cohesive energy ( ) is calculated to measure the stability of finite CNTs.
is defined as the cohesive energy that is related to the assembly of the tubes and the influences of the length Bond length (Å) is the dependence of the reduced interwall cohesive energy for the finite DWCNTs, calculated by
where is the number of carbon atoms in the finite CNTs, ( ) and (CNTs) represent the total energies of ground state of carbon atoms and finite CNTs for (1), respectively, and 
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Here, the correlation coefficient is 0.9971 and the standard error is 0.0183. According to the fitting results, the finite SWCNTs gain similar characteristics with SWCNTs upon reaching a certain length.
To study the electronic properties of the finite SWCNTs and MWCNTs, the values of the energy gaps ( ) and Fermi energy ( ) were calculated. Figure 5 shows the electronic properties of finite SWCNTs [8, ] show that the electronic property of the finite DWCNTs depending on the length is different from that of the finite SWCNTs, which provides a theoretical guidance for the potential applications of carbon nanodevices (such as supercapacitor and molecular switch).
In addition, the Mulliken charge distribution can be generated for all the finite SWCNTs and DWCNTs. Using the Mulliken charge transfer to investigate the chemical activity of the clusters is simple and efficient [47] . Taking the finite 
Infinite SWCNTs and MWCNTs.
As elongates, the finite CNTs stabilize, which allows us to investigate the stability of the infinite SWCNTs and MWCNTs. Similar to the finite CNTs, the armchair infinite SWCNTs and MWCNTs are represented as ( , ), ( , )@(2 , 2 ), and ( , )@(2 , 2 )@(3 , 3 ), respectively. The repeated unit cells of the SWCNTs and MWCNTs can be formed by removing two parallel polygons at both ends of corresponding finite CNTs (Figure 1 ). Figure 7 shows the cohesive energies of infinite SWCNTs and MWCNTs. Compared with the calculated results of the finite CNTs (seen in Figure 3) , the cohesive energies of infinite SWCNTs and DWCNTs are slightly larger than the corresponding finite CNTs. For instance, the cohesive energy of finite SWCNTs [8, 11] diameter and walls increase. Therefore, the cohesive energies of CNTs can effectively explain why the large diameter and MWCNTs synthesis were easy in experiment [48] .
Similar to the HOMO and LUMO of a finite system, the HOCO and LUCO can be defined to study the electronic structures of infinite CNTs. The results of the HOCO and LUCO energies, the indirect gaps, and the minimum direct gaps of all SWCNTs were calculated and are listed in Table 2 . The infinite SWCNTs have small band gaps, which are similar in the previous studies [49] . For the DWCNTs, the (3, 3)@(6, 6) DWCNTs illustrates the semiconductor characteristics (Figure 8 ). The interwall distance of (3, 3)@(6, 6) DWCNTs is small (<0.34 nm) [50] , which produces a strong coupling between walls and opens the level of and * overlap [51, 52] , resulting in a band gap of 0.699 eV. The band structures of the DWCNTs (4, 4)@ (8, 8) , (5, 5)@ (10, 10) , and all TWCNTs present an overlap (Dirac point) between and * level near the Fermi levels, which shows the metallicity [53] . The result illustrated that MWCNTs formed by corresponding metallic SWCNTs retain the unique electronic properties of armchair SWCNTs. The results of band structure of the DWCNT (5, 5)@(10, 10) agreed with the calculation obtained by Kwon and Tománek [54] . However, the band structure of MWCNTs was not simply constituted by that of the corresponding SWCNTs due to the interaction between the interwalls which destroys the symmetry of the system and results in a split of degenerate energy bands. The band structure of MWCNTs is very different to that of SWCNTs (Figure 8 ), which is mainly caused by the coupling effect of MWCNTs between interwalls.
To further study the band structure of the CNTs, the total density of states (TDOS) and the partial density of states (PDOS) of the CNTs were studied. Figure 9 displays the TDOS and PDOS of the (4, 4), (8, 8) Due to the curled wall of CNTs, the stretch direction of p orbit of the carbon atoms on the different positions of tube walls was no longer fixed on the -axis but along the radius of tubes [55, 56] . Therefore, the atomic orbit of p may be combined by one or several atomic orbits of 2p x , 2p y , and 2p z . From Figure 9 , we can conclude the following: (2) For the distribution of the TDOS, the SWCNTs ( , ) are similar to that of MWCNTs ( , )@(2 , 2 ) and ( , )@(2 , 2 )@(3 , 3 ) near the Fermi level. Therefore, the type of CNTs has little effect on the composition of the energy band near the Fermi level.
(3) The PDOS of 2 s orbits have little distribution near the Fermi level, which indicates that the energy band near the Fermi level does not contain the 2 s orbital elements. The reasons are that the bonds are mainly involved in the 2 s orbits and that the energy distribution of the bonds is < < * < * , in general [57] . Therefore, the distribution of the PDOS of 2 s orbits is very little near the Fermi level because the main distribution of 2 s orbits is in the region of low energy.
The analysis of the PDOS pointed out that the diameters and walls of CNTs had no obvious effect on the distribution of TDOS near the Fermi of the SWCNTs and MWCNTs. The main component of bond was formed by the orbits, which were concentrated in the vicinity of the Fermi level, including all 2 orbits of carbon atoms. Therefore, the results can provide an effective support for the application of CNTs on physical (such as conductivity, semiconductor, and superconductivity) [58] [59] [60] and chemical properties (stability, adsorption, and catalysis reactivity) [61, 62] .
Conclusions
The structural derivative and electronic property of armchair CNTs were studied using DFT calculation. We began the investigation by trying to explore the structural derivatives of the armchair SWCNTs and MWCNTs from carbon clusters. Notably, the results of the initial structures of the CNT were determined from carbon clusters. The structural derivative processes demonstrated that the armchair SWCNTs and MWCNTs were obtained through layer-by-layer growth. For the structural derivative processes, the carbon clusters first increasingly elongate with a global reconstruction; then, it becomes finite CNTs using the layer-by-layer growth with a local reconstruction at the two outermost ends; finally, the infinite CNTs can be obtained by the unit cells that were determined by the periodic characteristics based on finite CNTs. The results of the cohesive energies explain successful obtainment of the long and stable CNTs. From the results of band structure, all of SWCNTs have small direct band gaps. However, the band structures of the infinite MWCNTs were different from those of the infinite SWCNTs. The DWCNTs (3, 3)@(6, 6) show a strong semiconductor characteristic. The band structures of the DWCNTs (4, 4)@ (8, 8) , (5, 5 )@(10, 10), and all TWCNTs show metallicity. The result illustrated that the MWCNTs formed by the corresponding metallic SWCNTs retain the unique electronic properties of armchair SWCNTs. The analysis of the PDOS showed that the diameters and walls of CNTs had no significant effect on the distribution of DOS near the Fermi of the SWCNTs and MWCNTs. Finally, we hope this work will provide insight into the comprehension of growth process of armchair CNTs.
